HIMACHAL PRADESH UNIVERSITY
‘CONDUCT BRANCH’ SHIMLA-5

‘NOTIFICATION’

In continuation to Revised Datesheet of B.A/B.Sc./B.Com 2nd End Semester examination under CBCS/RUSA circulated on 12.6.2014, it is hereby notified for information of all concerned that **BJMC Course No. BJMC120406 Course Type Major (Understanding Radio)** earlier scheduled for 20.6.2014 will now be held on **5.8.2014 from 2.00PM to 5.00PM.**

The other contents of the Datesheet will however remain unchanged.

Sd/-

Controller of Examinations


Copy for information and necessary action to:-

1. All the Principals/Centre Supdt. of U.G 2nd Semester.
2. The Deputy/Assistant Registrar (Secy. /Exam/Eval.) H.P University, Shimla.
3. The Section Officer (Secy./Exam/Eval.) H.P University, Shimla.
4. The PRO, H.P University, Shimla.
5. Programmer, ICDEOL, H.P University, Shimla-5. He is requested to make available the aforesaid notification on the University website.
6. SPS/PS to VC/Registrar/COE/ACOE, H.P University, Shimla-5.
7. The Incharge Enquiry Section, H.P University, Shimla-5.

Sd/-

Deputy Registrar (Conduct)